
Question Attendee

The RWA members are names, as are the Agencies, 

please tell us who the WB External Partners are? Anonymous Attendee

Can we see who is participating and what the 

questions are as we progress? Barbara Evoy

Can we see all the attendees even if they don’t ask 

questions.  How many participants are attending? Suzanne Pecci

Is water treated before ASR?  Is PFAS removed? Anonymous Attendee

public comments tonight or when the project is 

formally proposed? Barbara Evoy

Who determines if the water bank is in compliance 

with a GSP? Anonymous Attendee

Will these slides be available/published on the 

website this week? Leticia Morris

Will all the funding sources of the water bank both 

public and private be made available to the public, 

including the amount of the investment? Suzanne Pecci

Are you saying Santa Clara Water as an external 

agency will have access to the Water Bank? Gwynne Pratt

Surface water has higher fissolved organic carbon 

concentrations than groundwater, and injecting 

treated surface water may introduce disinfection 

byproducts to the aquifer, and it has been 

demonstrated that they can accumulate over 

repeated cycles of injection and retrieval. Do you 

know the concentrations of DBPs are in the 

groundwater retrieved in the Roseville operation? Neil Dubrovsky

What are the benefits of being a federally 

recognized water bank? Anonymous Attendee

additionally will shares of the Water Bank be sold 

and traded in the US and International makets? Suzanne Pecci

The program seems to be focused on water 

purveyors. How does the program include/advance 

SAFCA's concept of storm water capture or 

encourage other groundwater users to participate? Ted Rauh

How are the RWA's expenses covered?  Will the 

formation of this water bank mean additional fees to 

customers in the RWA area? Anonymous Attendee



Surface water moves much faster than groundwater 

recharge. Have you calculated how the difference 

between flow rates impacts that actual amount of 

water that recharges the aquifer during the "in Lieu" 

period as compared to the amount of surface water 

used during the period that is credited as 

groundwater recharge? If those calculations have 

been made, can you please share them? Anonymous Attendee

So RWA and water bank dues/fees are sort of being 

buried into our local rate increases.......... isn't this 

large enough of a proposal that it should be voted 

on by the entire area?? Anonymous Attendee

The banking concept includes strong, verifiable 

accountability. How do the principals assure a 

system that is accountable and that it will be 

transparent. Ted Rauh
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